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Crystalline Heart DNA Activations, Levels 1 to 3
In 2008 I downloaded the first level of the Crystalline Heart DNA Activation which helps
people to connect their multidimensional heart with their DNA/RNA. In January 2009, I
downloaded the next two levels of this powerful activation. Each time I download
another level of this activation, I feel myself shift clear out a lot of fear-based emotional
and mental programming so I shift into a higher level of emotional mastery.
These three levels of Crystalline Heart DNA Activation build upon one another and help
each of us to clear out our emotional/astral level aspects of the DNA to support
emotional mastery and heart-centered and heart-oriented growth on all levels. It also
helps you to clear a lot of the genetic self sabotage that often gets triggered as we
evolve and begin to transition away from the paradigm of the mind to the paradigm of
the heart. When I transmit these sessions to others, it feels to me like they release a lot
of heavy, dark, sad, depressed energies from their heart.

I asked Nancy Walker to describe and share her experiences with the first level of the
Crystalline Heart DNA Activation. Her web site is www.dimensions56.com!
"Throughout this activation, I was aware that 10-12 of of my SELVES were
participating. I felt a rising/falling through many layers and levels of my heart
chakra. I was shown that each cell has a 'heart chakra' as does each strand of
DNA and each gene. Each of them was of a doorway. Some of the doorways
were stuck--ancestral memories, attachments to people, places, things, events,
emotions, etc.. I visited some of my doorways to see what I was carrying. Next
thing I know, I am standing on a promontory with my arms outstretched. A wind
comes up from the left, and streams through me. It's very steady, very warm,
and visceral. I see shadowy remnants floating out of my right side, and when I
glance down at my left side in the wake of the wind, I am translucent and so are
my other Selves. Some more images, but I was pretty much floating after this.
Right now I feel immense clarity and centeredness. Thanks! ”
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